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Lesson Question Phenomena or Design Problem What we do and figure out How we represent it

LESSON 1
4 days

What happened in the foot so
that the person could walk
again?
Anchoring Phenomenon

A middle school student injured their foot and
could not walk. Over the next 4 months, the
foot healed itself and the student could walk
again.

We share our experiences moving our bodies and
times where we were unable to move our bodies. We
read doctors notes and see images of an injury and
the healing process. We create a timeline of
important events that show evidence of healing. We
develop models to show how the parts of the foot
work together so the patient can walk again. We
brainstorm related phenomena of other times we
have seen healing in humans and other living things.
We develop questions for our Driving Question Board
(DQB) and possible investigations we could do to
answer these questions. We figure out:

A student that was previously able to walk
was injured in an accident and can no
longer walk.
In the foot injury, more than one part was
injured from the same incident: there was
blood spilling, a cut in the skin, a break in
the bone, swelling on the foot, muscles that
needed to be stitched back together, and he
had lots of pain and loss of feeling
Some of the different parts of the foot that
were injured needed outside supports
during the healing process.
Over time the different parts of the foot
that were injured were able to heal; some
took longer than others to heal.
There are gaps between the structures in
the foot that were damaged.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figured out that there are many parts of the foot involved in healing. We want to know more about how those parts work in a healed foot before we can figure out why they are
not working.



Lesson Question Phenomena or Design Problem What we do and figure out How we represent it

LESSON 2
2 days

What do our bones, skin, and
muscles do for us?
Investigation

A chicken wing shows the interactions
between skin, muscle, and bone during
movement. When the bone in the wing is
damaged and broken, it cannot function the
same as in an uninjured wing.

We investigate the parts that make up a chicken wing
and how they work together when moving by
watching a video of the dissection of its skin, muscle,
and bone. We map the parts of the chicken wing to
the parts of the foot to make sense of how these
parts work together in similar ways in each. Then we
revise the investigation to figure out how function can
be affected because of an injury. We figure out:

Skin is attached to the muscle underneath it
and the muscle is attached to bones in a
chicken wing.
Bones move when the muscles attached to
them move.
The muscles and bones are both parts of
the wing system (or foot system) and
interact for the wing (or foot) to move.
When one part of the system is broken or
injured, the whole system is affected and
can’t function the way it used to.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We want to look closer at the different parts of the foot to figure out more about how they interact so we can figure what happens for them to heal.

LESSON 3
1 day

What connections can we see
between the structures inside
the body?
Investigation

Medical professional images and scientific
diagrams help students observe different
parts within the body to make sense of how
they connect and work together.

We decide we need to see the different structures
inside the leg. We observe different types of medical
professional images of the leg. We read different
scientific diagrams to help us interpret the different
structures within the images we observed. We figure
out that:

There are blood vessels in the different
parts of the bone, muscle, and skin.
There are nerves that run through the layers
of the skin, the muscle, and the bone.
There are structures that connect the skin to
the muscles and muscles to the bone.
Skin has different layers.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figured out that the skin, muscles, and bone in our body are very similar to the ones we observed in the chicken wing we looked at in the previous lesson. We also noticed that
when we looked closer at these parts, there were other parts, like blood vessels and nerves, and wonder what their role is inside the body.



Lesson Question Phenomena or Design Problem What we do and figure out How we represent it

LESSON 4
3 days

Why is there blood in all of
these places in the body?
Investigation

 

A blood sample that looks homogenous when
newly drawn separates into distinct layers
after being left to stand. When viewed with a
microscope, blood smears from humans and
other mammals contain three different round
structures.

We view an image of blood vessels to determine that
blood circulates everywhere in the body, and we
notice that blood in a test tube settles into layers. We
use microscopes to investigate human and mammal
blood on pre-prepared slides, observing that blood is
composed of several different smaller structures. We
read an article to make sense of the patterns we saw,
considering how the structures of the blood and its
components support their functions in the body. We
figure out:

Blood is composed of a mixture of
structures that we cannot see without a
microscope.
Blood is made of red blood cells, white
blood cells, platelets, and blood plasma.
The structure of blood cells relates to their
function: their round shape helps them
travel easily through the tubular blood
vessels.
Blood’s function as a whole is to travel
around carrying many different things the
body needs, and its structure (flowy liquid
mixture) allows it to do that.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We know that blood is in the skin, muscles, and bones because it brings the body important things it needs, and we saw that blood has microscopic structures that support its
functions. But we also saw nerves in all those places - why are the nerves all over, too?



Lesson Question Phenomena or Design Problem What we do and figure out How we represent it

LESSON 5
2 days

What do nerves do and why
are they in different parts of
the body?
Investigation

 

The structure of nerve cells is perfectly suited
for the functions that they carry out. Nerve
cells branch out and connect with all parts of
the body and with one another to create a
system that allows signals to flow to and from
the brain, enabling the brain to keep track of
voluntary and autonomous processes
throughout the body.

Nerves, like blood vessels, are found throughout the
body. In Lesson 3, we observed nerves in the cross
section of the foot injury and wondered why they are
present. We investigate nerves by first observing
them under a microscope, and we notice that nerves
have a unique and intricate structure. We read about
nerves and learn that the nerve cell’s structure suits
its function. We engage in a few quick experiences
that help us understand the role that nerves play in
our bodies. Then we revisit the foot injury and think
about how we can leverage what we now know about
the function of nerves to better understand how the
foot works and the healing process of the skin,
muscles, and bones affected by the injury to the foot.
We figure out:

There are nerve endings in skin, bones,
muscles, and other parts of the body.
Nerve cells have a very unique structure -
they have long, thin “branches” or
“tentacles” extending from a central
portion.
Nerve cells branch out and connect to other
nerve cells, forming a network of nerves
that carry signals between all parts of the
body and the brain.
The structure of nerve cells is perfectly
suited for their function - they branch out
and connect with all parts of the body so
that they can carry signals back and forth
between the body and the brain.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We have figured out that the structure of nerve cells is perfectly suited for the function that they carry out in the body, but there is more that we need to figure out about the role of
nerves in healing.



Lesson Question Phenomena or Design Problem What we do and figure out How we represent it

LESSON 6
1 day

What will see if we look at
skin, bone, and muscle with
the microscope, too?
Investigation

Pre-prepared slides of human skin, bone, and
muscle samples look very different when
viewed with a microscope, but each is
composed of smaller structures arranged in
repeating patterns.

We investigate pre-prepared slides of bone, skin, and
muscle and then use our observational data to come
to consensus around how cells’ unique structures
support their functions in the body. We figure out:

Bone, muscle, and skin have repeating
patterns of microscopic structures called
cells, and cells work together to form
tissues.
The unique structures of the cells that make
up these different tissues are related to their
function in the body.
Structure is the characteristic of something
(the shape or way it’s made or arranged)
that supports its function.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: Now that we have figured out what the different parts of the foot system are made of when they’re functioning correctly, we will go back to our timeline and capture what we have
figured out. What else do we need to know about what happens when a foot heals?

LESSON 7
2 days

How does what we figured
out about the different parts
of our body help us identify
similar structures in other
living things?
Putting Pieces Together

 

The microscopic image of a giant mysterious
object that washed up on the beach appears
to have very similar structures to a human
tissue sample we previously observed with a
microscope.

This lesson marks the end of the first lesson set. We
develop a Gotta-Have-It Checklist to highlight the
key ideas that we figured out in Lessons 1–6. Students
take an individual assessment where they plan and
carry out an investigation to determine if a
mysterious object is similar to humans based on it’s
microscopic structures. They use this data to engage
in argument from evidence that other living things
are similar to humans because they are made of cells.
We figure out:

Other living things besides humans are
made of cells.
Within the cells of other things that look
similar to human cells, there are special
structures that could be responsible for
particular functions.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figured out that more than just humans are made of cells. This made us wonder if other living things are made of cells and if those things heal similar to humans. We think we
can explain how the structures and systems of the healed or uninjured foot function but wonder about how the foot heals.
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LESSON 8
1 day

What happened as the skin
on top of the foot healed?
Problematizing, Investigation

A time-lapse video of skin healing after a bike
crash showing the formation of new skin over
time.

We revisit the timeline and Driving Question Board to
connect what questions or parts of the timeline we
have answered, like what the foot is made of and how
these parts work together to help us function. We
revise our definition of healing to include that healing
must involve filling in the gaps in the injury with cells
but we do not know how. We observe a time-lapse
video of a skin wound healing to help gather more
information about what must be happening in the
healing process. We revise our model to specifically
focus on and predict what must be happening with
cells for skin to heal. We figure out:

New skin (which is made of cells) forms as
the site of the injury gets smaller and
smaller.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figure out that it must be that as the skin wound heals, the opening in the skin gets smaller and smaller, and there is skin where there was not skin before. We wonder how the
cells that make up the skin fill the gap.

LESSON 9
1 day

What happens at the site of
injury to fill the gap?
Investigation

A series of videos and images of cell division
indicate that new cells are made from
preexisting cells of the same type, allowing us
to conclude that a gap in skin, muscle, or bone
is filled-in by the formation of new cells.

We analyze videos and images of cells growing and
splitting in different organisms. By observing this
process at different spatial (zoomed-in/out video and
images) and time scales (full/half-speed video), we
make sense of how our body fills a gap at the site of
an injury, such as broken skin or bone. We figure out:

New cells come from preexisting cells,
which grow and split through a repeated
and non-random process.
When cells grow and split, they make new
cells of the same type (i.e. skin cells make
new skin cells and bone cells make new
bone cells).
A gap in the skin, muscle, or bone is filled by
new cells as a result of cells growing and
splitting.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: Since our body fills a cut in the skin or a break in the bone by making new cells, we want to know what the cells require to do this. We know that our body requires food and energy
to grow, and so we wonder if cells need something similar to multiply and grow.
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LESSON 10
2 days

What do cells need to grow
and make more of
themselves?
Investigation

  

Bacteria, an organism made of one cell, make
more of themselves when given nutrients. The
more nutrients, the more the bacteria cells
made.

We recall what we (humans) need to grow and
wonder if cells also need the same things to grow,
since they are living, too. Since we can’t easily study
cells from our bodies, we investigate single-celled
organisms. We look at data from a scientist, who grew
bacteria on agar plates with different nutrient levels.
We analyze the data and notice that quantities of
bacteria made, increased with increasing nutrient
levels. We read about other unicellular organisms and
figure out that they are living things that need food to
make more of themselves. We figure out:

Cells need food to make more cells.
More cells grow when they have more food
around them.
There are single-celled (unicellular) and
many-celled (multicellular) living things.
Cells are living things.

We argue that human cells need food and
nutrients to grow, like the bacteria we
investigated because both are made of cells
(with similar structures) that grow and split to
make more of themselves.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figured out that living things can be made of one or many cells and those cells need food to grow, like humans. We wonder how those cells get what they need in order to make
new cells.

LESSON 11
1 day

How do cells get what they
need to grow?
Investigation

When salt water is added to onion skin on a
slide, the cell membranes and cytoplasm
shrink away from the cell walls because water
moves out of the cells through the cell
membrane. When water is added to the onion
skin on the slide, the cell membranes and
cytoplasm expand again, filling the cell walls
as water moves back into the cells through the
cell membrane.

We observe onion cells using microscopes. We notice
that onion cells have a cell membrane, like other cells
we have observed. We also notice a cell wall, which is
a structure not found in blood, nerve, muscle, or bone
cells. This structure gives plant cells their shape,
provides support, and is unique to plants. We add salt
water, then water, to the onion skin and observe
changes in the cells. We use models to show that the
cell membrane and/or cell walls (structures) let water
out of and into the cell (function). We use our
observations as evidence to argue that the cell
membrane is a structure that allows things to move
into and out of the cell (function). We figure out:

Plant cells have a cell wall and a cell
membrane.
The cell wall is a structure that is unique to
plants and helps the cell maintain its shape.
The cell membrane is a structure that allows
what the cell needs into the cell and allows
whatever needs to leave the cell out.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We think we have enough information to explain healing - let’s do that, and revisit our DQB to see what we’re still wondering about.
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LESSON 12
2 days

How do the structures and
systems in the body work
together to heal the injury?
Putting Pieces Together

Various healing-related phenomena from the
list we created in Lesson 1 and added to
throughout the unit.

We revisit our timeline and develop explanations for
how healing happens based on each event we had
listed. We come to consensus about how the healing
in the foot happened and use what we have figured
out about healing so far to see if we can explain any
of our other related phenomena. We figure out:

The body reacts to an injury by swelling,
which increases blood flow and brings extra
fluid to injured tissue to help it heal.
The healing process for the foot is similar to
how other body parts and other living
things heal, as well.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We know that the systems and structures in the body work together to heal injuries. So we wonder why people do certain things to support healing.

LESSON 13
1 day

How do actions that people
do support healing inside the
body?
Investigation

 

Healing inside the body is supported by
various methods in our community.

We share stories of healing and methods of healing
from our communities. We explain how techniques
that our communities use to support healing do so
and share these with our peers. We make a
generalizable model of healing. We figure out:

Many of the things people do to support
healing are actually trying to assist the
body’s cells doing their jobs!
A person could be healed, but that part of
the body may have completely different
functions than before.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figured out that healing is not just as simple as growing cells at the site of the injury and there are healing methods we can do to support the cells doing their jobs. We wonder if
we can use what we have figured out about healing to explain other phenomena about living things.
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LESSON 14
2 days

How is the process of growing
similar to healing?
Putting Pieces Together

Children have smaller bones than adults and
have growth plates in bones that fill in over
time and become bone.

We apply what we have figured out about healing to
explain a related phenomenon, growth. We revisit the
Driving Question Board and discuss all of our
questions that we have now answered, which leads
us to revise our main question to include growth. We
reflect on and celebrate our experiences in this unit
and this year of OpenSciEd science. We figure out:

Children have growth plates in their
skeletons which are gaps between their
bones.
Growth in humans is similar to healing.

Cells fill a gap in each tissue/body
part.
The same structures and systems
that are needed to heal are
needed to grow.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: We figured out that human growth is similar to healing. We wonder if we can investigate other living things to see how they heal and grow.

LESSON 15
3 days

How do other living things
heal and grow?
Investigation

   

Other living things have different body parts
than humans but they still do many of the
same functions!

In this lesson, we take on a project to investigate how
other living things heal and grow, even when they
have different structures and systems than humans.
We identify similar functioning structures in other
living things and compare them to the structure in
humans. We communicate the scientific information
we found with our peers using a modality of our
choice.

Answers will vary based on student choice of
organism, process, and product.

⇓ Navigation to Next Lesson: This is the last lesson in the unit.

LESSONS  1-15
28 days total


